
STURGEON FULL MOON 

LUNAR MOTHER - CREATIVITY PROMPT

FINDING DEPTH OF BALANCE
This full moon is known as the Sturgeon Moon because of

the great number of this huge freshwater fish that could

once be found in lakes and rivers in North America. Other

names for this Full Moon include Grain Moon, Green Corn

Moon, Fruit Moon, and Barley Moon, all inspired by various

crops that can be harvested at this time.

This Full Moon is about Deep Listening and

addressing the Balance.
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STURGEON FULL MOON REFLECTION 

This Full Moon is in Aquarius This Full Moon asks us to look deeply at what
trajectory we are actually on - Is the direction ‘I am’ taking in alignment with a
deeper pulse rising through The Heart? Consciously or unconsciously this Full
Moon is a highly creative moon and that creative energy can also manifest as a

destructive force. 

Its a time to Listen Deep and respond to a deeper Knowing. This is the Full Moon
Mother that watches over Her children as adolescents in the high heart of

summer and passion. The Mother not only directs Her energy to Her growing
children but She also rediscovers Her own passion fresh and anew.

The Moon Mother seeks to fulfil Her own relational needs just as She seeks to

nurture all Her children. This is the time we too are called to look deeply at

where we may feel torn between our commitments and where we need to

balance our energy so we do not burn out. During this Moon we are asked to

ensure we are caring for own well-being in balance with the nurturing of others.

Our own inspirations and inner knowings can often take a back seat in our lives

as relationships and relationship dynamics come to the forefront. Here we are

called into addressing the balance so that energy doesn’t build as conflict in our

bodies and minds. And that we don’t lose our enthusiasm for tending our own

garden of Being - through addressing our own needs, self-commitments and

responding to those inklings of higher knowledge and greater Awareness.
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This Full Moon embrace how necessary it is to practice
your own Self-Care and bring about harmony and

balance

"L IFE IS A BALANCE BETWEEN HOLDING ON AND

LETTING GO"

-RUMI



OPENING THE LOVE-WINDOW

With this Full Moon also right on the cusp of Lammas the themes of this

Holy Day are deepened and heightened. How you give, where you are

giving from and what you have to give are highlighted with this Moon

making it a powerhouse of rich and abundant Blessings.

Woman is a natural nurturer. It is inherent in her psyche as she knows

instinctually that all things are in relationship. The difficulty lies in the

deeply held beliefs in the subconscious that giving all outside to others, in

relationships, in work, to the children, in the home - even to the detriment

of her well-being - is what she ‘should’ be doing. In our modern-day

societies this then creates a deep sense of entanglement and confusion

between even hearing the call of Soul Light and the demands on her time,

resources and energy.  

Layers of ideas of what it is to be loving and then what is required of you

to actually be loved has become a societal norm. It can even feel like a

fight to even be able to create the space to listen to your Soul Call while

juggling so many dynamics and demands. Yet you have to create the

space to be available – which is to become ABLE to lift – ‘a-veil’ so the

true power of the Divine Feminine can pour Her healing nectar and

harmonious flow through your body-mind. This then not only serves the

deepest aspirations of your Soul Light but all those you love and care for

can then drink from the overflowing of your blessed cup. 

This Creativity Prompt is to encourage the absolute importance of your

sacredness of Soul as Primary. Whilst also giving shape and form to those

influences either held within your mind or even lodged in the body a way

to be fully heard and acknowledged. When you really see the dynamics

that hold you back from deeply Loving your Self through a radical Self-

Care you can not only open the window - you can actually step through

that window and create a new way of Being here right where it matters

most.

This Prompt supports the recognition of radical Self-

Care. 

"CLOSE THE LANGUAGE-DOOR

AND OPEN THE LOVE-WINDOW.

THE MOON WON'T USE THE DOOR,

ONLY THE WINDOW."

-RUMI
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OPENING THE LOVE-WINDOW

BASIC STEPS FOR CREATING YOUR PIECE.

Step 1 - Fold over the next page in your art journal - insert ribbon, string, cord

whatever you have or like and then glue down the fold.

Step 2 - Glue the next two pages together and blow dry. White Gesso all the pages

and blow dry. Now you have a gorgeous surface to work on.

Step 3 - On the last page and the adjoining flap build a whole surface of background

patterns. Think about a sense of harmony in colours and design. 

Step 4 - Loosely draw a face just off to the side to make a great composition. Then

using one colour make a wash with water and paint the whole face. You should easily

be able to see the patterns through it. Next take black paint on a thin brush and be

bold with marking out the features.  

Step 5 - Pick out a tonal colour with your background. Then create another wash over

the whole background. Then turn over the flap part and create the same colour wash

over the whole of that side.

Step 6 - Cut out a female face and glue it to your page. Then draw lines radiating out

from her head.

Step 7 - Stencil a couple of shapes on that page then turn the flap and add stencils

the other side of pages.

Step 8 - Using white with gloss medium scrumble acr0ss the page creating light -

turn over and do the same. 

Step 9 -  Take another deeper tonal colour and add across the page creating depth -

smudge out with your fingers with gloss medium. Turn over the  page and do the

same on the other side. Add watery drips with the dark tonal colour.. 

Step 10 - Use white with gloss medium to add transparency across the face. Now

add more of the first face colour to create more depth and tone.

Step 11- Add your fabric flowers. Glue them on the back and your page then stick. If

you have other magazine bits add those too. Then add your words that belong on

that side. Use your stencil and add more dark tonal colour stencilling. Use white and

dark colour to create dots, marks, circles across and around her headpiece, stencils

and page. Add a little dark tonal colour where needed on her face.. Then mix a

contrast colour and add to her cheeks, lips and areas of the page. Mine was pink.



BASIC STEPS FOR CREATING YOUR PIECE

Step 12 - Go to your other page and add any words in the headpiece and centre. I

then added another fabric flower folding over the centre  page.Then use gloss

medium and white to create more light around her face and areas on her face

radiating out across the page. 

Step 13 - Draw a window frame on the flap. colour around it with the contrast colour

you used on the other page. (mine was pink) Then use that same colour to highlight

the lines radiating out from her head. Also use this colour on her cheeks, lips. Then

use your dark tonal colour - across areas of the lines and areas across your page.

Step 14 - Tie your ribbon or use however you feel inspired too. Let your piece rest.

The you are going to cut out a small window in the flap. I used scissors and a stanley

knife to score and start the opening. Then cut small strips of your material and glue

around the edges to neaten it off and create a window frame.

OPENING THE LOVE-WINDOW
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EVERY DAY UP TO THE NEXT NEW MOON

Write down in one of the areas radiating out from the face

on the first page what attitudes, thoughts, beliefs or feelings

attract your attention and get in the way of trusting the call

of your Soul Light to deeply care for You.

THE WINDOW PAGE
When you 'know' just write on this page at anytime what

you 'know' you need to action so you can step through the

window and manifest what your Soul requires of You.

USING THESE PAGES GOING FORWARD



TOOLS YOU WILL NEED

- Your Book of Insight Art Journal

- Glue - Mod Podge is fabulous toadd to your art kit or you can use a glue stick, PVA

whatever you have is fine.

- White Gesso - the primer for the pages.

- Acrylic paints.

- Brushes, different sizes, including a good thin one.

- Gloss Medium.. I use Liquitex Gloss Medium in all my work but again any quality and

any brand of Gloss Medium will be ok.

- Fabric - patterned floral or any design you are drawn too. The colour in your fabric

choice will be the basis for the colour tones you use in your artwork.

- Picture of a female face, any odd bits you wnat to cut out of magazines.

- Patterned background design pads - these are pads that contain sheets of various

background designs in loads of colours. You will find them in crafting outlets. You can

also use wrapping paper, newspapers, magazines absolutely anything that you want

that adds some composition and builds a theme for your piece all in a soft tone of

complimentary colours.

- Stencil - just one is fine. These are really great to add to your art kit so I highly

recommend. You can buy them quite cheaply on amazon, hobby craft ect.

- A hairdryer - for speeding up drying time and making sure you dont stick your

pages together.

- Baby wipe, kitchen cloth or random bit of rag.

ART JOURNAL  - BOOK OF INSIGHT
CREATIVITY  PROMPT
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Enjoy the Deepening into radical Self Care
All My Love


